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Abstract 

Words are basic structural units of language that combine with each other to form 

sentences. The learning strength of combinative relations between words is of key 

importance in sentence structure analysis. Inspired by the analogies between words and 

lymphocytes, a multi-word-agent autonomous learning model based on an artificial 

immune system is proposed to learn word combination strength. The model is constructed 

via Cellular Automation, and words are modeled as B cell word agents and as antigen 

word agents. The language network is then simulated as an immune network. Meanwhile, 

Spreading Activation is employed to simulate idiotypic interactions between B cells. This 

research provides a completely new perspective on language and words and introduces 

biologically inspired processes from immune systems into the proposed model. The most 

significant advantage of the model is the ability of continuous learning and the concise 

implementation method. According to the graph-based dependency parsing method, the 

syntax dependency tree of a sentence can be predicted based on word combination 

strength in a bottom-up paradigm, from pairs of smaller structures to larger structures. 

Therefore, the effectiveness of the model can be verified by sentence dependency parsing. 

The experimental results on the Penn Chinese Treebank 5.1 indicate that our model can 

effectively and continuously learn word combination strength. 

 

Keywords: word agent, word combination strength, artificial immune system, language 

network, spreading activation 

 

1. Introduction 

Words are the basic structural unit of language. Words interact with each other 

and follow certain rules to form sentences. In these interactions, some words depend 

on or are depended upon by others. In the dependency tree of a sentence, each 

dependency relation holds between a syntactically subordinate word, called the 

dependent, and another word called the head, upon which the subordinate word 

depends on. Dependency relations are also called head-dependent pairs and are 

represented by arrows pointing from the head to the dependent. Consequently, a 

language network can be constructed with head-dependent pairs from a large 

number of dependency trees. Everything in a language can be formally described in 

terms of nodes and edges between nodes [1], that is, words and their inter-dependent 

relations. Relations between different words may exhibit different strength. 

Combination strength measures the degree of affinity of a combinative relation, 

where a higher strength between words indicates that they prefer to combine with 

each other. The combination strength, determined by the features of the context of 

the combinative relations, are the rules that determine the order by which words 
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compose a sentence. Based on the combination strength between two words in a 

sentence, the sentence structure, syntax structure or semantic structure, may be 

created in a bottom-up paradigm, from pairs of smaller structures to a larger 

structure [2]. With this understanding, regulating or learning the combination 

strength between words is of key importance in sentence structure analysis. 

This research presents a multi-word-agent autonomous learning model 

(MWAALM) based on an AIS using a clonal selection algorithm and an idiotypic 

immune network to regulate the strength of combinative relations between words. 

First, words are viewed as B cells and antigens and are modeled as B cell word 

agents (BWA) and antigen word agents (AgWA); word combinative relations are 

viewed as recognitions between B cells. The word combination strength are 

represented by the affinities between B cells and are regulated by applying a clonal 

selection algorithm and an idiotypic immune network. Considering the sentence 

dependency tree bank to be available, we narrow the combinative relation to a 

syntax dependency relation. This model is evaluated by a graph-based dependency 

parsing method using a maximum spanning tree algorithm [2]. Second, spreading 

activation[3] is introduced to simulate the dynamics of the idiotypic immune 

network. In our model, B cells are words; therefore, the idiotypic immune network 

is equivalent to a language network. The spreading activation is the memory 

mechanism of humans using a language network [1]. Naturally, the spreading 

activation is employed as the idiotypic response mechanism, and the activation level 

is employed as the idiotypic level. Third, cellular automation (CA) [4] in the 

autonomy oriented computing (AOC) [5] framework is employed to construct the 

model. The immune system is composed of autonomous lymphocytes, i.e., a type of 

immune system cell [6]. As an agent-based modeling method, CA is a natural 

application for modeling cellular systems [7]. Being a generic framework, AOC 

offers a new computing paradigm that makes use of autonomous entities for solving 

computational problems and modeling complex systems[8]. This paper presents a 

completely new perspective on language and proposes an autonomous learning 

model to learn combination strength between words. The most significant 

advantages of the proposed model are its ability to continuously learn and its 

concise implementation methodology. Since well-tuned word combination strength 

can induce the sentence syntax dependency tree bottom-up, this model is indirectly 

validated via sentence dependency parsing. The experimental results based on the 

Penn Chinese Treebank 5.1 (CTB) [9] indicate that this model can effectively and 

continuously learn word combination strength. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related work is 

summarized. An autonomous learning model based on adaptive immune theories and 

spreading activation is proposed in detail in Section 3. In Section 4, the experimental 

results of the model are presented and analyzed. Finally, the conclusion of the work is 

given in the last section. 

 

2. Related Work 

Analogies between words and lymphocytes were first proposed by Dong [10]. Inspired 

by Dong’s work, Yang [11] developed a revised model and proposed a lymphocyte-style 

word representation [12]. However, both the two models did not employ the immune 

network theory comprehensively. As a major extension of Yang [11], this research 

introduces the immune network theory into the MWAALM and redesigns the 

hypermutation behavior and the system objective function. Related work mainly involves 

studies on AISs about immune-based learning and agent-based modeling.  
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2.1. Immune-based Learning 

To date, there have been four types of AIS algorithms used in applied AIS[13]: 

negative selection algorithms, clonal selection algorithms, immune network algorithms 

and dendritic cell algorithms. Immune-based learning mainly involves clonal selection 

algorithms and immune network algorithms.  

Clonal selection theory describes the basic feature of adaptive immune response: only 

those B cells that recognize antigens proliferate, and the offspring may undergo somatic 

hypermutation, resulting in a higher affinity with antigens [14]. Clonal selection theory 

has inspired the unsupervised learning model CLONALG [15] and the supervised AIS 

classifier AIRS [16].  Idiotypic immune network theory was first proposed by Jerne [17] 

and formalized into a model by Farmer [18]. In this theory, B cells can recognize or be 

recognized by other B cells until the idiotypic level is maximized, which leads to the 

creation of a network among B cells [17, 19]. By employing the metaphor of immune 

network theory, unsupervised learning models were also proposed in[20]. After Hunt and 

Cooke first attempted to introduce immune network algorithms into a supervised binary 

classifier [21], many AIS classifiers were proposed [22, 23].  

 

2.2. Agent-based Modeling 

Agent-based modeling employs large numbers of autonomous agents that interact with 

each other in an artificial environment. The agents' behaviors are described by rules that 

determine how they learn, interact and adapt. The agents and the environment are 

generally implemented with a cellular automaton (CA). One of the most referenced IS 

simulators, ImmSim, was based on CA with probabilistic rules [24]. At each time step, 

cellular entities in the same CA site can interact with each other stochastically and diffuse 

through the lattice. C-ImmSim is a version of ImmSim developed by F. Castiglione and 

M. Bernaschi in the C programming language, with a focus on improved efficiency and 

simulation size and complexity [25].  

Autonomy Oriented Computing (AOC) is a generic and formulated framework for 

modeling multi-agent systems [5]. Under the AOC framework, each agent is defined as a 

tuple comprising the state, evaluation function, goal, behaviors and behavior rules, and 

the environment is defined as an infinite space wherein agents reside and is characterized 

by a set of states. The formulated definitions of agents and the environment provide not 

only specifications but also guidelines for modeling agents and the environment. A 

system objective function is also defined in the AOC framework, which guides the multi-

agent system to evolve from unorganized to organized and from a bad organization to a 

good one, namely, self-organization [26]. The AIS model of this research follows the idea 

of C-ImmSim and is developed under the AOC framework. 

 

3. Multi-word-agent Autonomous Learning Model 
 

3.1. Multi-word-agent Autonomous Learning Model 

The proposed model, MWAALM, is constructed as an AOC system and is described 

following the formal and common framework of AOC systems. The AOC system 

contains a group of autonomous word agents and an environment where agents reside. We 

formally define the model as follows: 

Definition 1 (Multi-word-agent Autonomous Learning Model): The Multi-word-

agent Autonomous Learning Model (MWAALM) is a 

tuple 1 2{ , , , , , }, ,i Nw w w w E   , where 1 2{ , , , , , }i Nw w w w  is a group of 

autonomous word agents, E is an environment in which agents reside, and  is a system 

objective function guiding the model to evolve toward certain desired states. 
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Definition 3 (Word Agent): A word agent w  is a tuple , , , ,S F G B R  , where S  

denotes the current state of w , F is an evaluation function, G is the goal set of w , 

and B and R  are primitive behaviors and behavior rules, respectively. 

The most key import elements of the MWAALM are representations, evaluation 

function and behavior of word agents, and the system objective function. The formulated 

model is described in detail in the Appendix1.  

 

3.2. Representations of Word Agents 

In the proposed model, there are two types of word agents: antigen word agents 

(AgWAs) and B cell word agents (BWAs). AgWAs simulate antigens, and BWAs 

simulate B cells.  

The properties of BWAs are composed of features of head-dependent pairs 

extracted from dependency trees of the training set and are grouped into head 

properties and dependent properties. In this proposed model, B cells represent words 

in the training set, and paratopes and idiotopes on the receptors of B cells represent 

the head properties and dependent properties of words, respectively. Dependency 

features extracted from the head-dependent pairs of the training set are used as 

properties of words. For a word w , 1 2{ , , , , }
hf

w w w w

i Nhf hf hf hf is the head feature set 

of w  extracted from all head-dependent pairs, whereby w  is the head word and 
w

i  

is the weight of w

ihf . 1 2{ , , , , }
df

w w w w

j Ndf df df df  is the dependent feature set of w  

and is composed of features extracted from all head-dependent pairs in which w  is 

the dependent word.  

Given word properties extracted from head-dependent pairs, the paratopes wP and 

idiotopes wI of a BWA w  are formulated as Equation (1) and (2). 

 

1 1 2 2{( , ),( , ), ,( , ), ( , )}
hf hf

w w w w w w w w w

i i N NP hf hf hf hf           (1) 

1 2{ , , , , }
df

w w w w w

j NI df df df df                                           (2) 

 

The properties of an AgWA are composed of features of its head-dependent pair 

and are used as epitopes of the antigen. The epitopes wE  of an antigen word agent 
w  are formulated using Equation (3). 

 

1 2{ , , , , }w
df

w w w w w

i N
E df df df df                                         (3) 

3.3. Evaluation Function 

A BWA assesses its states using evaluation functions and determines locally 

which agent should be recognized. Recognition between two agents is determined 

by their affinity; therefore, evaluation functions are defined as affinity functions 

shown as Equation (4)  

 

 
1 1

( , ) ,

ww AgB
hf df

AgB B

N N

ww w

affinity B Ag i j i

i j

f w w hf df 
 

                        (4) 

 
1,

,
0,

if x y
x y

otherwise



 


                                                   (5) 

 

 
                                                           
1 https://github.com/yangjinfeng/wordrep/blob/master/mwaalm_appendix.pdf 
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3.4. Behaviors 

A BWA has five primitive behaviors: moving, recognition, spreading-activation, 

cloning and hypermutation. A BWA can move randomly to adjacent sites or stay 

where it resides. When the BWA recognizes other neighbor AgWAs with its 

paratopes according to the affinity between them, the BWA is stimulated and 

assigned an initial integer activation value as the activation level activationL . The 

stimulated BWA w can act like an antigen and transfer its activation value to 

another BWA, with the activation value reduced by one. The process of activation 

propagation continues until the activation value decreases to zero. The initial 

activation level activationL determines the spreading depth in the immune network. 

Once a BWA w  is stimulated by another agent, it reproduces a group of clones 

1 2{ , , , , , }i Kw w w w    , where K  is the number of clones. Each clone w  of the BWA 

w  suffers hypermutation individually. In hypermutation, the weight w

i

 of each 

paratope of the agent’s receptor is assigned a random increment 
w

i


  with a certain 

probability mutationp . w

i


  is inversely proportional to the fitness of the agent and to 

the affinity between the agent and the recognized antigen. The mutation is 

performed according to Equation (6): 

 
w w w

i i i 
      , 

*(1/ )* (0,1)w

i N 


  , 

exp( )*exp( ( ))affinity fitnessf f w       (6) 

 

where 
w

i
 is the mutated weight, (0,1)N  is a Gaussian random variable of zero 

mean and standard deviation 1  ,  is a parameter that controls the decay of the 

inverse exponential function, affinityf is the affinity determined by Equation (4), and 

( )fitnessf w is the fitness of each clone determined by a fitness function that will be 

introduced later. These clones will be evaluated by a fitness function, and the best 

fitting will be reserved and replace its parent. In the model, the initial value of
w

i is 

set to zero. 

 

3.5. System Objective Function 

When a clone w  of the BWA w  finishes its hypermutation, the weight of the 

paratopes of its receptor may be changed, and the word strength may be regulated. If 

the words strength are well tuned, then the training sentence can be transformed into 

a correct dependency tree using word strength in a bottom-up manner [2]. The 

system objective function  of the model is designed as a measurement function for 

the goodness of the predicted dependency tree of the training sentence from which 

antigens are built.  

The goodness of a predicted dependency tree can be measured based on two 

aspects. On the one hand, the percentage of words that have the correct predicted 

heads, denoted as UASf , directly indicates the precision of the predicted dependency 

tree. On the other hand, the annotated dependency tree of a sentence should 

theoretically be the maximum spanning tree, which means that the score of the 

annotated dependency tree (i.e., the sum of the strength of the head-dependent pair) 

should be higher than the score of any other spanning tree. Therefore, the difference 

between the score of the annotated dependency tree and that of the predicted 
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dependency tree, denoted as scoref , can indirectly indicate the goodness of the 

predicted dependency tree. 

Let S  be a training sentence, S

iw be a word in S , ( , )T V E  be the annotated 

dependency tree, and ( , )T V E  be the predicted dependency tree based on the state 

values of V . Let 1 2{ , , , , , }
S

S S S S

i NV w w w w be the node set of tree T  or T  , where 

SN is the number of words in the sentence S  and E and E are the edge sets of T  

and T  , respectively. UASf and scoref  are formulated using Equation (7) and (8). The 

system objective function   combines UASf and scoref  and is defined using Equation 

(10).  

 

| |
( , )

| |
UAS

E E
f T T

E


       (7) 

( )
( , )

( )
score

score T
f T T

score T
 


   (8) 

( ) ( ) ( , )e e

affinity head dependent

e E e E

score T score e f w w
 

   (9) 

1 2

( )
( , , , , , ) ( , )* ( , ) *

( )S

S S S S

i N UAS score

E E score T
w w w w f T T f T T

E score T


   


   (10), 

 

where ( , )UASf T T   is the UAS of T  , i.e., the percentage of words that have the 

correct predicted heads, and ( )score T is the score of a dependency tree and is 

defined as the sum of the score of all edges in the tree. The system objective 

function  is also used as the fitness function of a B cell clone in the context of the 

training sentence. For the B cell clone w , the fitness function is defined in 

Equation (11). 

 

1 2( ) ( , , , , , )
S

S S S

fitness Nf w w w w w     (11) 

 

According to Equation (12), the best clone w   is determined from the group of 

clones 1 2{ , , , , , }i Kw w w w     of w . The clone w  , which has a maximum fitness 

value, may be reserved and may replace its parent while the others are eliminated. 

 

argmax( ( ))fitness i
i

w f w      (12) 

 

If 
*( ) ( )fitness fitnessf w f w  , then w  is replaced by *w ; otherwise, w  is still replaced 

by *w  but with probability reservep . The fitness function of this model is a global 

measurement for the performance of word strength regulation, which guides the 

model to evolve toward the desired state, in which combination strength between 

words are well tuned.  

 

4. Experimental Results 
 

4.1. Data Sets and Experimental Design 

The primary purpose of the experiments is to investigate the effectiveness of the 

regulation of word combination strength by the proposed model. According to the 
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graph-based dependency parsing, well-tuned word combination strength can induce 

the sentence syntax dependency tree bottom-up. Thus, the model is indirectly 

validated by the task of sentence dependency parsing.  

A dependency Treebank converted from the CTB is employed as experimental 

data. To construct the dependency Treebank, the Penn2Malt tool  [27] and the head-

finding rules [28] are used to perform the phrase-to-dependency conversion. The 

dependency Treebank is divided into a training set and a test set. All words of the 

sentences in the training set are used to initialize the BWAs, and the dependency 

relations between words were used to initialize the artificial immune network. 

Idiotopes and paratopes of the BWAs were equipped by features of head-dependent 

pairs. The performance of the dependency parsing of the model is evaluated by the 

UAS on the test set, which is defined as equation (13).  

 

#  

#

of words that areassigned correct heads in the test set
UAS

of words in the test set
    (13) 

 

It is well known that parsing systems tend to have lower accuracies for longer 

sentences. This is primarily due to the increased presence of complex syntactic 

constructions involving prepositions, conjunctions, and multi -clause sentences[29]. 

Thus, experiments are conducted on three data sets with different sentence lengths 

to verify the performance of the model. We define the length l  of a sentence as the 

word count of the sentence. The sentence length l  takes on three ranges: 10l  , 

10 20l  , and 20 50l  . Three groups of experiments are designed. The first 

group aims to validate the effectiveness of the model on the dependency parsing 

task with larger-scale data sets containing 1000 training sentences and 300 test 

sentences. Experiments on smaller-scale data sets may consume less time. Thus, the 

second group of experiments is designed to investigate the impact of activationL  on the 

model on the smaller-scale data sets, which contain 100 training sentences and 50 

test sentences. The third group of experiments is designed for comparison. Using the 

same data set and feature templates, the performance of the model is compared with 

the MSTParser [30], which is a graph-based parser that also uses the MST algorithm 

[2]. The model contains mutation and movement operators, and as such are likely 

stochastic in nature. Therefore experiments with multiple runs are performed to gain 

an accurate overview of results. 

 

4.2. Results 

The model is evaluated by computing UASs on a test data set when the model 

finishes a round of learning, and another round of learning follows. Curves with 

learning times on the x-axis and UASs on the y-axis are expected to continuously 

increase with increased learning time, eventually converging to a certain level.  

 

4.2.1 Performance of the MWAALM for Dependency Parsing: The experimental 

results on three larger-scale data sets with different sentence lengths are shown in 

Figure 1. In these experiments, the parameters of the model are set to the same 

values, and activationL is set to 3. Although the three groups of result curves in Figure 1 

converge to different levels, they exhibit the same tendency. With continuous 

injection of antigen word agents, the precisions of the dependency parsing on the 

test sentences continuously increase, providing evidence that the proposed model 

can continuously and effectively learn and regulate relation strength between words. 
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Figure 1. Results on Three Larger-scale Data Sets 

4.2.2 Investigation of activationL of MWAALM: The activation level activationL  is an 

important parameter in MWAALM. Comparative experiments are conducted to 

investigate how this parameter affects the performance of MWAALM on three 

smaller-scale data sets with different sentence lengths. For comparison, on each data 

set, activationL  is set to 0 and 3 in comparative experiments. Three groups of result 

curves are shown in Figure 2. It is evident that curves with activationL = 0 fail to climb 

higher and even exhibit many fluctuations, as shown by sub-graph (c). Therefore, it 

is preferable to set activationL to 3 rather than to 0. In other words, spreading activation 

in the language network is an effective mechanism in the proposed model. In this 

mimic idiotypic immune network, a word agent may influence more word agents 

and naturally provide more chances for hypermutation for other agents. Moreover, 

the fitness of an agent can be evaluated on a broader scope. 

 

    
(a) Results on the short-

sentence ( 10l  ) 

datat set 

 

(b) Results on the 

medium-length-

sentence (10 20l  ) 

datat set 

(c) Results on the long-

sentence ( 20 50l  ) 

datat set 

Figure 2. Comparative Results with Different Activation Levels on Three 
Smaller-scale Data Sets 

4.2.3. Comparisons between MWAALM and MSTParser: MSTParser operates 

primarily over arc scores, which are parameterized by a linear combination of a 

parameter vector and a corresponding feature vector for the arc. Under the generic 

online learning framework, MSTParser aims to learn the parameter vector: a  single 

training sentence is considered in each iteration, and parameters are updated by 

applying an algorithm-specific update rule to the sentence under consideration. The 

main difference between MWAALM and MSTParser lies in how the parameter 

vector is learned. Therefore, comparisons between MWAALM and MSTParser are 

explored on the same data sets and for the same feature templates.  

The two models are compared with different sentence-length data sets, as shown 

in Figure 3. They present similar characteristics on the different data sets, namely, 

(b) Results on the medium-length-

sentence (10 20l  ) data set 
(a) Results on the short-

sentence ( 10l  ) data set 

(c) Results on the long-sentence 

( 20 50l  ) data set 
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better performance with short-sentence data compared to long-sentence data and 

continuously improved performance with increased learning time, which is 

representative of the ability of continuous learning. However, note that the result 

curves of MWAALM continue increasing in the later stage, and the curves of 

MSTParser tend to decrease. The comparisons of the curves’ trends demonstrate the 

potential of MWAALM. 

 

   

          

Figure 3. Comparisons of Performances between MWAALM and 
MSTParser on Different Sentence-length Data Sets 

The final results generated by MWAALM and MSTParser on three larger data 

sets are displayed in Table 1. On the three different-sentence-length data sets, 

MWAALM performs approximately as well as MSTParser. As a completely new 

method to this classical NLP task, MWAALM's performance is comparable with 

MSTParser, which is a well-known graph-based dependency parser. Comparative 

results further indicate the effectiveness of the proposed model. 

Table 1. Comparison of Final Results between MWAALM and MSTParser 

Model 10l   10 20l   20 50l   

MSTParser 0.8093 0.7112 0.6471 

MWAALM 0.8008 0.7012 0.6365 

 

5. Conclusions and Future Works 

This research presents a multi-word-agent autonomous learning model to regulate 

the combination strength between words based on adaptive immune theory and 

spreading activation. In this model, word agents locally determine their behaviors 

by themselves and do not explicitly know the global goal of the whole system, so 

behaviors of word agents and the goal-guided fitness function are designed 

concisely by applying the clonal selection mechanism and immune network theory. 

The model is evaluated on a dependency Treebank from the CTB. 

The experimental results demonstrate that the model can continuously and 

effectively regulate word combination strength. The continuous learning 

characteristic is mainly attributed to the employment of the clonal selection 

mechanism and spreading activation in the language network. The effectiveness is 

mainly attributed to the global fitness function, which guides the model to evolve 

toward the desired state, in which the combination strength between words is well 

tuned. 

With a concise and multi-agent modeling method, this AIS-based model obtains 

the ability to continuously learn, and it performs well for sentence dependency 

parsing, which is a classical research task in natural language processing (NLP). In 

the area of NLP research, applications of statistical machine learning methods are 

(b) Performances of MSTParser on 

different sentence-length data sets 

(a) Performances of MWAALM on 

different sentence-length data sets 
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more prevalent. However, most statistical machine learning methods fail to adapt to 

new circumstances and lack the characteristic of continuous learning; this 

disadvantage greatly hampers both research on and the applications of NLP. The 

performance of this model may provide certain inspiration to studies on NLP as well 

as on machine learning. 

Three aspects of future work will be focused on. In this research, words are 

viewed as lymphocytes and are represented as BWAs. This new lymphocyte-style 

representation is a two-vector word representation [31] and has the potential to 

express combinative relations, which is an inherent limitation of existing word 

representations such as distributed word representation [32]. Thus, a future goal is 

to investigate lymphocyte-style representations in various classical NLP tasks and 

perform comparisons with existing word representations. The semantic dependency 

relation between words is another type of combinative relation. According to the 

strength of semantic dependency relations, sentences can be parsed into semantic 

dependency trees. This research only involves the syntax dependency relation 

between words. Thus, another future goal is to adapt the model to regulate semantic 

relation strength between words. Compared with MSTParser, this model seems to be 

somewhat immature. The third future goal is to improve the learning algorithm of 

the model, primarily by including mutation mechanisms and the fitness function. 
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